
COMPARISON OF THE CHARACTERS IN A

Sometimes two characters are clearly alike, while other times it's not as obvious. In order to write a successful character
comparison.

In other words, strings are compared letter-by-letter. According to Kenney, it was his employer while Jurgis
was poverty in a foreign land. If these characters are judged by reputation and outward appearance only, the
conclusion would be that Emily Grierson and Abner Snopes are complete opposites. False Strings are
compared character by character. Jurgis on the other hand, involves himself into a strong labor union and
socialism. He also got to be part of a socialist rally. For a deeper analysis of this subject, we will be comparing
and contrasting between two major characters of each novel. He lacked the finances to pay for her medical
bills. It has been clearly seen that in both novels, there is a similar concept and theme while at the same time,
the approach is different. Regardless of how much his employer was oppressing him with harsh working
conditions, he never gave up and stayed committed to his employer. According to Kenney, it was his employer
while Jurgis was poverty in a foreign land. He managed to catch it but he went out of balance and caused an
injury on his back Schlosser  This book is compared to The Jungle which is written by another journalist
Upton Sinclair. An empty string, just like false, becomes a zero. Two new parts have been added from older
editions: Part III. These two stories along with a few others provided an amazing view of the south. The
equality check 3 returns false because undefined only equals null, undefined, and no other value. When values
of different types are compared, they get converted to numbers with the exclusion of a strict equality check.
One day as Kenney was working, a crate weighing ninety pounds fell from the top level and was about to
crash him. Stop here. We sometimes call it a nonprinting character. Both their jobs required hard hours of
labor. So equality operator is returning True in this case. The characters in both strings are compared one by
one. They were both young, Kenney was 24 years old but Jurgis age was given no specification. Kenney lost
his wife through divorce while Jurgis lost his wife through child birth. In line with character and integrity,
Kenney was able to maintain the good moral. On the other hand Jurgis was digging tunnels. Hence the output
is false in both the cases. In the beginning of the literature The Jungle, Jurgis was young strong and an honest
man. Fast Food Nation.


